Short Video Competition

1. On the topic – marine debris: awareness creation | situation analysis | solutions | more
2. Cannot exceed 45 seconds time including credits
3. From professional video camera to phone camera everything is welcome and every genre is allowed
4. Open to all without restriction on age or gender and no fee for participation, but you need to register
5. Can be submitted online (at COMAD website) or directly in person through CD/ other drives
6. By submitting your video to the competition you are giving MBAI permission to share it through the MBAI website and social networking platforms
7. Submission deadline is March 31, 2018
8. The video submissions will be reviewed by a prominent jury
9. The judging criteria are relevance of the issue; degree to which the video reveals solutions; creative and technical strength (was the story told with strong audio, editing, and in a beautiful and interesting way?)
10. There will be a winner and two honorable mentions. All videos from the winners and honorable mentions will be featured at COMAD and on the MBAI website